The paper presents conception of a SOJ? control structure based on the time-optimal approach. Its parameters are selected in accordance with the rules of the statistical decision theory and additionally it allows to eliminate rapid changes in control values. The object is a, basic mechanical system, with uncertain (also non-stationary) mass treated as a stochastic process. The methodology proposed here is of a universal nature and may easily be applied with respect to other uncertainty elements of timeoptimal controlled mechanical systems.
Introduction
The main constraint of application possibilities of systems based on the principles of the classical optimal control theory [I] has been their excessive sensitivity to the object dynamics modeling inaccuracy, identification of object parameters, as well as perturbations and noise naturally accompanying real processes. However, the very idea of optimal control often turns out to be a proper basis to design a suboptimal structure in which excessive sensitivity would be eliminated. In this paper, an object described using the second principle of Newton's dynamics, i.e. from physical point of view, representing mass subjected to force, will be considered. Such a mechanical system is a basic element accompanying all considerations in robotics [4] . The uncertainty problem will be considered on the example of the * Piotr Kulczycki is also the Head of the Department of Automatic Control, Cracow University of Technology.
main parameter of such an object, i.e. the value of mass (or the moment of inertia). This problem will be solved here by the introduction of a random factor. Namely, a mass will be treated as a realization of a stochastic process with almost all realizations being piecewise continuous and jointly bounded. The introduction of a random factor makes it possible to take into account errors in the identification of mass, whereas the fluctuations of the particular realizations describe its changes, including also those of a discontinuous nature. A controlling structure based on the time-optimal approach will be proposed in this paper. It is of soft a character, i.e. allows to eliminate sliding trajectories, which should be avoided in contemporary mechanical systems, since they have negative impact on the endurance of a device and user comfort. The parameters of the designed Structure are selected in accordance with the rules of statistical decision theory [2] . The conception presented here is universal and may be supplemented by and generalized with a number of various aspects occurring in such tasks. The material of this paper will be presented with details in article [I31 soon. It carries on research concerning robust control, published already in works 15-10, 12, 16-17].
Main Results
Consider a single degree of freedom mechanical system, whose dynamics are described by the second law of Newtonian mechanics n x i ( t ) = to@) , The case x f z = 0 will be considered first.
If over-regulations can be allowed in the controlled object, it is worthwhile using the flexible Bayes rule with the loss function given in the linear and nonsymmetrical form:
where p. q > 0 and m can be interpreted here as a real (hut unknown) value of a mass. Then the parameter rfr should be calculated as a solution of the following equation:
u(t) =. (12) z(xI (2) . xz ( t ) )
set K+-to the interior of the set Q+ . And inversely, if the solution is "too far" to the set K+-, then control (12) is "too small" and brings the trajectory closer to this set (see Figs. 1 and 2) . The obtained in such a manner result is similar to the effect reached on a bob-sled track thanks to the appropriate modeling of its shape. It is a fluid movement, therefore, allowing such a structure to be named "soft". The analogous situation occurs between the sets K-+ and K-.
Having the value lit following the ideas presented above, For the part lying in lower half-plane, the set K++ is detined by
and the set K+-by
.
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Finally, the sets K-and K-+ are defined by
(31)
respectively, and the function z is given as
with (33)
An illustration of the control structure thus obtained, along with the trajectories it generates, is provided in 
Final Suggestions and Remarks
The subject presented in this paper is of a universal nature and owing to its clear interpretation it may be easily sup-plemented by a number of auxiliary aspects frequently occurring in robust control tasks. As a representative example, the problem of velocity limitation, described by the condition 
where 6-E [OJ) ; then under-or overestimating the value of the parameter B will entail similarly raising or lowering the parameter nc, and further considerations are analogous to that presented above. The correct functioning of the suboptimal structure investigated in this paper has been verified by numerical simulation [6] . The object is a mechanical system (I) with unknown (random) and/or varying mass. In the case x J 2 = 0 , if it is assumed that over-regulations are undesirable, then they did not occur in the controlled object. Rapid changes in control values, in particular switchings along sliding trajectories, were completely eliminated in the object controlled by soft structure.
Typical trajectories generated by control structure (12) are shown in Fig. 2 . Tables 1 and 2 show times to reach the target set when x f 2 = 0 and xfz # 0 . respectively. The results are shown for the optimal control (under practically unrealistic assumption that the true value of the mass m is known exactly) and the suboptimal structures:
hard (hypothetically obtained for G = 0 , with possibility of commonness existence of sliding trajectories) and soft ones. It is not surprising that the shortest times to reach the target were obtained for optimal control (owing to hypothetical assumption of exactly known mass), followed by the hard structure (although at the cost of frequent and arduous switches on sliding trajectories), while the longest times for the soft structure, inversely propor- 
